
HUNGER PROJECT (CLASS XI-B)

Deep in  our blessed  worlds of abundance and comforts  how many of us  take note of the depth and
extent of prevalent scarcity, and even lesser still , take out time to reach out and provide a helping hand
to  those  who need us,
But today, 30 July 2016 the hunger project of class XI B was our initiative of coming together to bring

a smile to some faces by way of ensuring a hot meal ,cooked and served with love. In very small measure,
it was our turn to reach out in service of those perhaps less fortunate than us.
At sharp 7:30 in the morning the students started chopping the vegetables needed for the decided dish,
veg Biryani. It was a lot of fun chopping vegetables on our own with so much difficulty and hard work.
Everybody was chopping in the way they knew, giving new and funny shapes to the carrots, beans and
the potatoes. A few tears were shed thanks to the onions but was the experience cherishable!
Then we started cooking with the help of Durga Bhaiya and our class teacher Tanya Ma'am. And after
everything was prepared, we finally left for the distribution of food.
Our first halt was at Rajnagar Dharamshala. We shared the piping hot biryani and pickle with the

patients and their relatives. The happiness on their faces was heart-melting. They were very happy on
having the tasteful biryani after the simple food they eat regularly.
After this, we went to Bikaji Cama Place fly over as there are a lot of people temporarily sheltering, or
maybe even living under it. When they saw us they came running as now they know our school’s
initiative. Since they do not get to eat such food or perhaps sometimes anything at all, they were
extremely happy to eat our veg-biryani.
In this busy schedule of ours, we don't even spare a thought about helping such people but our sincere
thanks to our school which enabled us to do     something for them.
Some of us even learnt how to cut vegetables, something we had never done before. So this hunger
project enhanced our cooking skills as well.
Speaking not just about helping and cooking, we even understood the value of  food in our life. Now

we consider ourselves very fortunate and lucky to have everything we want.
We would like to thank our school which gave us this wonderful opportunity.


